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Hierarchical Control for Multiple DC-Microgrids
Clusters
Qobad Shafiee, Student Member, IEEE, Tomislav Dragicevic, Student Member, IEEE,
Juan C. Vasquez, Member, IEEE, and Josep M. Guerrero, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper presents a distributed hierarchical con-
trol framework to ensure reliable operation of dc Microgrid (MG)
clusters. In this hierarchy, primary control is used to regulate
the common bus voltage inside each MG locally. An adaptive
droop method is proposed for this level which determines droop
coefficients according to the state-of-charge (SOC) of batteries
automatically. A small signal model is developed to investigate
effects of the system parameters, constant power loads as well as
line impedance between the MGs on stability of these systems.
In the secondary level, a distributed consensus-based voltage
regulator is introduced to eliminate the average voltage deviation
over the MGs. This distributed averaging method allows the
power flow control between the MGs to be achieved at the
same time, as it can be accomplished only at the cost of
having voltage deviation inside the system. Another distributed
policy is employed then to regulate the power flow among the
MGs according to their local SOCs. The proposed distributed
controllers on each MG communicate with only the neighbor
MGs through a communication infrastructure. Finally, the small
signal model is expanded for dc MG clusters with all the
proposed control loops. The effectiveness of proposed hierarchical
scheme is verified through detailed hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
simulations.
Index Terms—DC microgrid, hierarchical control, adaptive
droop, stability analysis, distributed control, voltage control,
power flow control.
I. INTRODUCTION
DC Microgrids have gained research interest recently to
facilitate integrating of modern electronic loads and alternative
energy sources with dc output type such as photovoltaic (PV)
systems, fuel cells, and energy storage systems (e.g., secondary
battery and super capacitor) [1]–[7]. Normally, dc MGs are
proposed for power supply of applications with sensitive
and/or dc loads like consumer electronics, electric vehicles,
naval ships, space crafts, submarines, telecom systems and
rural areas which benefits from increased power quality, and
higher reliability and efficiency.
The advantages of dc MGs are summarized as 1) the
conversion losses from sources to loads are reduced, thus
enhancing the system efficiency; 2) there is no need for
control of frequency and phase, reactive power, and power
quality, which are all big challenges in ac MGs. Furthermore,
synchronization requirements for connection of distributed
generators (DGs) and energy storage systems (ESSs) to the
bus and the main grid are not an issue in dc MGs; 3) in the
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grid connection mode, any blackout or voltage sag that may
happen from the grid side does not affect the units inside the
MG. Nevertheless, protection is still a big challenge in this new
concept for dc systems and it is normally needed to construct
new dc distribution lines while implementing dc MGs [1].
Although there is a significant increase of dc MG research
works nowadays, we can still find lack of studies about
modeling, stability analysis, and control of these kinds of
systems. A hierarchical multilevel control strategy has been
introduced for dc MGs with three levels: primary, secondary
and tertiary control [7]. The primary control, which is strictly
local, deals with the inner control loops and droop control
of the dc sources. In this level, droop control which is a
resistive virtual loop, provides the voltage reference to the
inner control loops. However, droop control is not always the
best control strategy for renewable energy sources (RESs) and
ESSs where it is preferred to absorb/inject specified power
from/to them. The secondary control sets the reference of
primary control such that deviations produced by the droop
control are eliminated to maintain the dc MG voltage within
the acceptable values. The tertiary control is responsible for
managing the current flow from/to an external dc source,
which can be a dc distribution system, another dc or ac MG,
or dc/ac converter connected to the main grid.
In the primary level, droop coefficient is normally defined
according to the ratings of power converters. However, some-
times is better to share power between the units in different
ways. In this regard, several adaptive droop methods have
been presented recently [8]–[12]. An adaptive droop scheme
is proposed for multi-terminal dc grids in [8] to share the
load according to the available headroom of converters. The
authors in [9] propose a control strategy based on fuzzy logic
that assures good storage energy balance and low voltage
deviation for a low voltage DC MG, by modifying the droop
coefficients in accordance with the SOC of each energy
storage unit. In [10], a SOC dependent function is introduced
only for discharging mode of ESSs inside a MG, while two
separate functions have been presented for both charging and
discharging mode of battery according to its capacity and the
SOC in [11]. Similarly, a double-quadrant SOC-based droop
control method is proposed in [12] which guarantees SOC
balancing and output power equalization in both charging and
discharging modes.
The secondary and tertiary controls are typically centralized
[7], and require communication network with full connectivity.
Although it is easy implementing, scalability of the centralized
control strategy is not straightforward and it has an inherent
2drawback of the single point of failure. Distributed control
has attracted a lot of interests as an alternative recently, as
it provides easier scalability, simpler communication network,
and improved reliability [13], [14].
Distributed control approaches are well known as scalable
and robust approaches where a series of local exchanges
among neighboring units ultimately yield the same global
information at every unit. Several distributed control methods
have been introduced in the literature from which consensus-
based [15] and gossip [16] algorithms have recently received
significant attention mostly because of their simplicity and ro-
bustness for distributed information processing over networks.
The usage of these distributed algorithms for dc systems and
dc MG application has been considered recently [13], [17]–
[20]. A distributed control method is proposed in [17] for
current sharing in dc MGs. This distributed approach is based
on averaging the total current supplied by the sources. In
[18], similar distributed method is proposed based on average
voltage and average current of the sources to enhance the
load current sharing accuracy and restore the local dc output
voltage. Although in these works the controllers are embedded
locally, all sources must communicate with all other sources
in order to calculate the average of information, and hence the
method still requires complicated communication. In addition,
the gains of the controllers must be finely tuned in order
to provide accurate performance. In [19], a consensus-based
distributed load sharing method is introduced for parallel dc-
dc converters, to avoid using a master converter or a central
controller. A fully distributed secondary/primary controller
based on consensus protocols is introduced in [13] for voltage
regulation and proportional current sharing of dc MGs con-
sidering line impedances. The control paradigms proposed in
above mentioned distributed works use sparse communication
network for data exchange between the converters. More-
over, application of distributed consensus-based algorithms
for tertiary control of dc MGs has been presented recently
[20], where a distributed optimization method is introduced to
improve the system efficiency.
Another alternative to increase the reliability is to establish
dc MG clusters by connecting neighbor MGs. This way, each
MG will be able to absorb power from its neighbors in the case
of emergency situation. Nevertheless, interconnecting dc MGs
sometimes tends to destabilize the system. Several works have
been proposed to address stability of power electronic con-
verters and MG applications [21]–[23]. However, no research
works has been done to analysis and improve the stability of
MGs while they are connected. Moreover, overall control of
these systems, voltage regulation, and control of power flow
between the MGs is still open to research.
This paper proposes a distributed hierarchical control
scheme for dc MG clusters. In the primary level which is
decentralized, dc bus voltage is regulated and current sharing
between sources in the MG can be achieved. To improve
efficiency of parallel batteries inside MGs, an adaptive droop
method is presented which defines droop coefficient auto-
matically according to SOC of batteries. Moreover, a small
signal stability model is developed in order to study impact
of different parameters of the system. As power flow control
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Fig. 1. Typical configuration of a low-voltage dc Microgrid.
is achieved only at the expense of voltage deviations inside
the system, a consensus-based distributed voltage regulator is
proposed in the secondary level. The voltage regulator acts
as a centralized controller for each MG; however, it becomes
distributed over the multiple MGs when they are connected
and power flow control is required. A distributed power flow
controller is introduced then which uses the average SOC of
local MGs in order to regulate the tie-line current reference au-
tomatically. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed scheme
is verified by HIL simulation study.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents configuration of a dc MG. After a general overview
of primary control, the proposed adaptive droop control and
small signal modeling are presented in Section III. Section
IV introduces the distributed voltage regulator and power flow
controller. Section V studies performance of the proposed con-
troller for interconnected MG clusters. Section VI concludes
the paper.
II. DC MICROGRID CONFIGURATION
Normally a dc MG consists of distributed energy resources
(DERs) and ESSs which are supplying electronic and other
kinds of loads through a common dc bus. Fig. 1 shows a
general configuration of low-voltage dc (LVDC) Microgrids.
DERs used in an LVDC microgrid can be of various types,
such as PV arrays, fuel cells (FC), wind-turbine (WT) gener-
ators, and microturbines. PV and FC are more appropriate to
be used in dc MGs since they produce dc voltage. However,
WT and microturbine which generate voltage with varying
frequency, require conversion to be connected to the dc bus
and used in dc MGs.
On the other hand, due to transient response of sources, and
the fact that they cannot be always available (in the case of
RESs), ESSs are mandatory to be connected to the dc MG if
it is operated in islanded mode [11]. Furthermore, they can
be used for ancillary services like voltage regulation, power
quality improvement and emergency power supply. Normally
secondary batteries, super capacitors, and flywheels are used
as an ESS. Batteries and capacitors can be directly connected
to the dc bus, but flywheels are connected through a machine
3and a converter [6]. Nevertheless, it is desired to connect the
ESSs to the dc bus through converters for full controllability.
The common bus is linked to the sources through the
power electronic interfaces. Depending on the source type
and voltage, there could be one or two stages of power
conversion as shown in Fig. 1. To connect different sources and
loads to the dc MG, different dc-dc converters with different
characteristics must be used. The structure of these converters
is simpler than ac-dc one, which results in higher efficiency
and lower cost. Comparing to the ac MG, dc one requires
fewer power converters, and it is more naturally interfaced to
the sources [24].
III. PRIMARY CONTROL
Primary control is employed locally for every source inside
the MG in order to control the current injection into the
common bus automatically. This level of control is generally
made of inner control loops and droop control, as shown in
Fig. 2.
A. Inner Control Loops
Inner control loops are deployed as a first step of control
based on direct measurements in order to regulate the volt-
age and current while maintaining the system stable. These
loops comprise two control loops in general; the outer one
is responsible for producing current reference and the inner
one regulates the output current to follow that reference.
Depending on the type of source inside the MG and the
condition it has, the outer loop could have different forms such
as maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mode for RESs,
charging control strategy for ESSs, and voltage control loop.
MPPT techniques are usually essential part of RES control
systems from which they automatically find the voltage or
current to obtain the maximum power output under given
environmental conditions [25]. On the other hand, charging
control strategies are applied to the connected batteries in
order to recover their SOC [26]. RESs operating in MPPT
mode and batteries in regulated charging mode act as a current
source converter (CSC) as they extract a constant power in any
condition. The former behaves as a constant power source
(CPS) while the latter acts as a constant power load (CPL)
[11]. Therefore, both control strategies are modeled as an
adjustable current reference to produce set-point for the current
inner loop as shown in Fig. 2. Normally, the inner control loops
employ proportional-integral (PI) regulators as they are easy
to be implemented.
As control of dc bus voltage is a priority in the MGs, some
of the units must operate as voltage source converter (VSC).
Although RESs can also operate as a VSC to participate in the
voltage support, batteries are the best choice for use as a VSC
because of their bidirectional capability. An outer loop called
droop control is normally employed to be added to the inner
control loops for parallel connection of these VSCs inside the
MG.
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Fig. 2. Primary control of DC MGs.
B. Conventional Droop Control
In dc MGs, a virtual output resistance loop representing
droop control is implemented on the top of inner loops in order
to connect a number of sources in parallel thus sharing load
current between the units. In this decentralized control strategy,
a proportional part of the output current is subtracted from
the output voltage reference to generate a reference for the
inner voltage loop. This virtual loop will reduce the circulating
current produced by physical differences between converters
and lines. Moreover, it improves the dynamic performance of
the output voltage [7]. This control loop creates appropriate
reference for the voltage inner loop as follows
vref = v
∗
MG −Rd · io (1)
with v∗MG being MG voltage reference, io is the output
current and Rd is the virtual resistance. The value of virtual
resistance determines how power is shared among sources in
the M . The main drawback of droop method is poor voltage
regulation. Once the power/current sharing is improved among
the MG units, the voltage drop increases. The larger droop
gain is, the more voltage deviation and the more accurate is
load sharing between the sources. In addition, instability of
MG is more likely with the small value of Rd. Therefore,
the droop method has an inherent trade-off between stability,
voltage regulation and load sharing.
Although in conventional method a fixed droop coefficient
can be defined according to the ratings of individual converter,
sometimes is needed to share currents in different ways.
C. Adaptive Droop Control
In islanded MG systems, batteries mostly operate in droop
control mode as they are able to handle the power difference
between RES production and load consumption automatically.
For this type of EESs, it is preferred participating in power
sharing according to their SOCs as SOC equalization can be
achieved among connected batteries [10]. This way, life-cycle
of batteries may improve as the batteries with small depth of
charge are expected to have better life-cycle [26].
In order to equalize the SOCs in a general MG system, a
battery with higher SOC should have dominant contribution in
power sharing thus discharging at the most quick rate whereas
the ones with lower SOC should be discharged with slowest
rate participating lesser in the load sharing. The strategy is
in contrary for charging mode. To do this, a new function is
proposed here from which the droop coefficient of each battery
(Rid), is adapted according to its current SOC. Moreover,
battery capacity is also taken into account as it is inversely
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Fig. 3. Proposed charge and discharge functions for adapting droop control.
proportional to the changing rate of SOC. Therefore, droop
coefficients are computed for charge and discharge conditions
separately as follows:
Rid, charge =
Cbi
Cbmax
· α · ( 100100−SOCi )k
Rid, discharge =
Cbi
Cbmax
· α · ( 100SOCi )k
(2)
where Cbi is the nominal capacity of battery i, Cbmax is the
capacity of the battery with highest nominal capacity in the
system, k and α are positive constants which determine the
SOC-balancing speed and minimum value of droop coefficient,
respectively. It should be noted that as the highest nominal
capacity is only a constant parameter which is the same in (2)
for all the batteries, even if the biggest battery fails, the others
can still work properly.
Relationship between droop coefficient and SOC, presented
in (2), is indicated in Fig. 3 for k = 1 and α = 0.1. As
Fig. 3 indicates, the higher Rd is given to the battery with
higher SOC when batteries are charging and it is allocated
to one with lower SOC when discharging. Moreover, faster
charge/discharge rate can be observed at the end (beginning)
of charging (discharging) mode. It is worth mentioning that
some constraints must be taken into account while defining
parameters of the functions (k and α) with respect to the
mentioned droop control limitations.
There exist several advanced methods to estimate SOC [27].
Here we use ampere counting method which describes as
follows
SOCi(t) = SOCi(0)− ηi
Cbi
∫ t
0
Ii(τ) dτ (3)
where Ii is battery current, ηi is charging/discharging ef-
ficiency, and SOCi(0) is initial SOC. Control diagram of
the proposed adaptive droop scheme implemented on primary
control of an individual connected battery (battery i) inside a
MG is shown in Fig. 4.
Simulation results of implementing the proposed adaptive
droop method on two parallel batteries inside a MG are
presented in the following figures. The MG includes two
batteries and two RESs supporting some loads. The capacity
of batteries is considered to be 0.05 Ah to speed up the
simulations. The waveforms of SOC and input/output power
of each converter are indicated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, for the
proposed charging and discharging function of adaptive droop
respectively, when k = 2 and α = 0.01. As shown, in both
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Fig. 5. Performance of the proposed adaptive droop control in charging mode.
(a) SOC1 and SOC2. (b) Input current of batteries.
modes, the battery with higher SOC absorbs/delivers more
power than the one with lower. As a result, SOCs trends to be
equalized, while sharing the total power. Similar waveforms
are presented in Fig. 7(a) for various initial differences in the
SOCs; SOC of battery 1 is set to 10 while SOC of battery
2 varies from 30 to 70. These waveforms are the same for
both charging and discharging functions. Convergence speed
of the adaptive method is investigated for different values
of exponent k and fixed value of α = 0.01 in Fig. 7(b).
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Fig. 6. Performance of the proposed adaptive droop control in discharging
mode. (a) SOC1 and SOC2. (b) Output current of batteries.
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of the proposed adaptive droop for: (a) Different initial
SOCs. (b) Different values of exponent k.
5It is obvious that, the larger exponent k, the faster SOC
equalization and hence the accurate power sharing. The results
show that the proposed adaptive droop function is faster and
more flexible than one presented in [11].
It is worth mentioning that in practical systems in which the
energy sources are only renewables, required battery capacity
needs to be high enough to maintain the power balance at all
times [28]. In this paper, droop coefficient is associated with
SOC, thus the rate of its change is directly related to battery
capacity. Therefore, taking into account typical capacity values
(for instance 100 a/h at 48v) it can be concluded that rate of
change of Rd in practical system is very slow and virtually
decoupled from the slowest dynamics in the control system. In
other words, for the complete duration of the transient in the
system, the change of Rd is negligible. In order to demonstrate
the aforementioned statement analytically and also to study
effects of changing range of adaptive droop on system stability,
a small signal model is developed in following subsection.
D. Modeling and Small Signal Stability Analysis
For simplicity, a buck converter that supplies a dc load
through a series LC filter is analyzed without losing any
generalization. Here, an average method is used so that only
the averaged dynamics have been considered and the high
frequency switching dynamics are neglected. The simplified
buck converter is modeled as shown in Fig. 8(a). The dc load
can be a combination of resistive electronic loads and negative
impedance of CPLs. Mathematical model of the averaged buck
converter can be described as follows [22]:
LdiLdt = (duty · vin)− vdc − iL ·Rs
C dvdcdt = iL − vdcRL
(4)
with RL being the total equivalent resistance seen by the
system. C, L and Rs are the converter output capacitance,
inductance and inductor losses, respectively. Then, the corre-
sponding transfer function is given as
vdc(s)
duty · vin(s) =
1
LC · s2 + (RsC + LRL ) · s+ (1 + RsRL )
(5)
The location of the LC filter poles should be investigated
in order to study the stability of the buck converter. The
mathematical model of (4) is represented as a block diagram
in Fig. 8(b).
Using the derived model, a simplified current control loop
is developed and the block diagram is presented in Fig. 9. A
reduced order diagram can be constructed using the reasonable
simplification in which PI current regulator is tuned to cancel
the dominant pole introduced by Rs−L load [21]. Therefore,
the simplified current control loop shown in Fig. 9 can be
represented as a first-order transfer function with time constant
of three times higher than the system sampling time. Similarly,
the voltage control loop can be modeled with the block
diagram of Fig. 10. The block diagram shows that the current
control loop is modeled using the first order transfer function.
As mentioned before, RESs can be controlled with MPPT
algorithms (CPSs), while batteries can use charging control
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strategies (CPLs), however, both can be regulated by droop
as well. An ideal CPS is modeled as a positive incremental
impedance and negative current source, while a perfect CPL
can be represented as a negative impedance in parallel with
positive current source. A complete expression for current of
a perfect CPL is as follows [22]:
i =
1
RCPL
· v + ICPL (6)
where RCPL = − V 2PCPL and ICPL = 2 · PV for a given
operating point of I = PV .
The negative impedance of CPLs decreases damping of the
system, while the positive resistance of CPSs enhances the
stability. Moreover, the constant current sources have no effect
on the stability [22]. Taking the mentioned considerations into
account, we can conclude that by modeling droop control loop
and considering CPLs in the model, small signal stability
analysis of the primary control is covered without losing
generalization. Thus, if stability can be ensured in this worse
case, MG should be stable in all other cases.
Fig. 11 presents block diagram of primary control for an
individual dc-dc converter inside a MG. In this diagram,
RL represents equivalent load that can be combination of a
resistive electronic load with positive or negative impedances
produced by CPSs or CPLs, and Rd depicts the adaptive
droop coefficient. By extracting the state space model of the
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SOC change, (b) Changing negative impedance of a CPL.
system from the presented block diagram, impact of negative
resistance of CPLs, adaptive droop, and other parameters of
control loops on the system stability can be easily investigated
[29].
A system with sampling time Ts = 0.1 ms, L = 1.8 mH ,
Rs = 2 mΩ, and C = 2.2 mF was simulated and tested
using the developed model. Fig. 12(a) shows movement of the
critical poles of the system when droop coefficient is changed
due to variation of SOC from 5% to 95% with respect to (2).
It can be seen that the pole clusters move towards the left half
of the s-plane enhancing the stability of system when SOC
is increased. Opposite effect can be observed for discharging
mode as increasing SOC in this mode will result in reducing
droop coefficient (see Fig. 3). To that end, increasing Rd will
improve stability of system since droop control acts as an
active damping loop. Fig. 12(b) indicates the root locus graph
of the system under gradual change of the negative impedance
of a CPL from −10 Ω to −1.3 Ω. As can be observed, the
close loop dominant eigenvalues travel toward the right hand
side of the s plane as negative impedance of CPL increases,
which indicates unstable condition for the system. In order to
validate the root locus graph shown in Fig. 12(b), simulation
result is presented in Fig. 13. This figure shows bus voltage of
a MG for different load change scenarios while droop control
regulates the voltage around the reference which is 48 V.
It should be noted that as DC MGs are connected to the
grid through an inverter which normally acts as a CSC, similar
stability analysis could be used for grid connection mode.
IV. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL OF VOLTAGE AND POWER
FLOW IN DC MICROGRID CLUSTERS
In dc MGs, a more realistic scenario to achieve a higher
quality of service and to enhance reliability is interconnection
of several sources inside the MG or MGs together through
the use of low-bandwidth communication on upper control
layers. Using the communication interface, MG will be able
to employ higher control levels such as secondary, tertiary or
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Fig. 13. Impact of negative impedance of CPLs on stability of a MG.
supervisory control on the top of primary one, thus obtaining
full control over voltage, current, and power flow.
Due to disbalance between power consumption and produc-
tion, droop control introduces deviation of the common dc bus
voltage. Therefore, a secondary voltage controller is required
to restore the voltage of the system to the acceptable range.
This controller removes the voltage deviations inside the MG
by sending an appropriate set-point to the droop control units.
This signal changes the voltage reference of droop unit(s)
accordingly by shifting the droop line up and down. On the
other hand, in the case of connecting the MG to the other MGs
or dc bus, another controller must be employed to control the
power/current flow. It is obvious that power flow control can
be accomplished only when MG bus voltages are different.
In this paper, we propose a consensus-based distributed
control framework that regulates the voltages across the MGs
within an acceptable range while guaranteeing power flow
control between them. Fig. 14 shows the proposed control
methodology for a single MG, e.g., MGi, which includes
two separate modules; voltage regulator and power flow con-
troller. The voltage regulator maintains the average voltage
of the whole cluster at the rated value, while the power
flow controller monitors the SOC of batteries in the MGs
and adjusts power flow references accordingly. The proposed
voltage regulator aims to regulate the average voltage of the
whole cluster, rather than individual MG buses. Moreover,
when a MG operates individually without connecting to its
neighbors, the voltage regulator acts as a central controller,
termed as centralized voltage secondary control (CVSC), to
provide smooth connection of MGs by removing voltage
deviation of buses.
Different distributed policies are proposed for two intro-
duced modules as discussed in the following subsections. In
the proposed methodology, the controllers are linked through a
communication network. This communication network which
is spanned across the cluster, enables data exchange among
the controllers. Each controller e.g. controller at Node i,
relays an information vector to its neighbors on the network.
The information vector includes estimated average of voltage
across the cluster (vavgi ), and SOC of batteries inside MGs
(SOCi). Each controller receives data from its neighbors on
graph and, after local processing of the information, it updates
its control variables.
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Fig. 14. Proposed hierarchical control for multiple DC microgrid clusters.
A. Consensus in Graphs
We consider a network of communication links consisting
of a set of nodes V = {v1, v2, ..., vN} connected through a
set of edges E = V × V , where N is number of nodes.
Such a network can be represented by a graph G = (V,E),
as shown in Fig. 15. Each node is assigned with a MG in
the cluster, and edges represent communication links for data
exchange. Each node can only communicate with its direct
neighbors. The communication graph does not require having
the same topology as the underlying physical MGs. A matrix
called adjacency matrix A = [aij ] is associated to the edges.
aij represents the weight for information exchanged between
agents i and j, where aij > 0 if agents i and j are connected
through an edge (vj , vi) ∈ E, otherwise, aij = 0. The set of
neighbors of node i is denoted Ni. Equivalently, if j ∈ Ni
, then vi receives information from vj . However, the links
are not necessarily bidirectional. If communication links are
bidirectional, (vi, vj) ∈ E ⇒ (vj , vi) ∈ E, ∀i, j the graph is
said to be undirected, otherwise it is directed, and also termed
a digraph. The laplacian matrix is defined as L = Din−A, and
its eigenvalues determine the global dynamics of the system.
Din = diag
{
dini
}
, called in-degree matrix, is a diagonal
matrix where dini =
∑
j∈Ni aij . A graph is called balanced
if the total weight of edges entering a node and leaving the
MG N
MG 1
MG 2
MG i
 .   .   .
 .   .   . Node i
Edge
Fig. 15. Communication network spanned across Microgrids for data ex-
change.
same node are equal for all nodes [15]. A digraph is said to
have a spanning tree if it contains a root node, from which
there exists at least one direct path to every other node.
According to [15], a simple consensus algorithm to reach
an agreement regarding continuous time integrator agents with
dynamics x˙i = ui can be expressed as a distributed linear
consensus protocol on a graph
x˙i(t) =
∑
j∈Ni
aij(xj(t)− xi(t)) (7)
The consensus value for protocol (7) can be, for instance,
the average of the initial values, (1/n)
∑n
i=1 xi(0). Then, the
collective dynamics of the group of agents can be written as
x˙ = −Lx (8)
The convergence speed is determined based on laplacian
matrix (L) [15]. Thus, the weights need to be well designed
in order to obtain faster convergence. For networks like power
systems and Microgrids, L can be designed to be symmetrical,
i.e., aij = aji, in order to have plug-and-play and link failure
resiliency features.
B. Voltage Control
Inspired by [13], a distributed voltage secondary control
(DVSC) strategy is proposed here based on dynamic consensus
protocol [30], in order to regulate the voltage in the MGs
buses. As highlighted in Fig. 14, this voltage regulator provides
a voltage correction term, δv1i, to be added to droop control
units of MGi, in order to restore the voltage at node i. Each
controller uses dynamic consensus protocol to estimate the
average of voltages across the cluster. The distributed protocol
at each node (here Node i) is expressed as
v˙avgi (t) =
∑
j∈Ni
aij(v
avg
j (t)− vavgi (t)) + v˙i(t) (9)
where vi is the measured voltage at Node i, v
avg
i is the
estimation of the averaged voltage provided by the estimator
8at Node i, and vavgj is the estimation of voltage received from
neighbor Node j. The estimated voltage is then compared
with the reference voltage, v∗MG, which is normally the rated
voltage of the MG, and fed to a PI controller, Gi(s), to
generate the voltage correction term, δv1i (see Fig. 14).
Implementation of the presented protocol in (9) is shown
in Fig. 14. As seen in this figure, the local voltage, vi, is
used in the estimation process. This way, any voltage variation
at any node, e.g., Node i, would immediately affect the
estimation at that node, vavgi . It is shown in [30] that if
the communication graph is balanced and contains at least a
spanning tree, all estimations converge to a global consensus,
which is the average value. Therefore, by choosing appropriate
communication graph, all estimations will converge to the true
average of voltages across the cluster.
Dynamic consensus protocol presented in [13] has been
used to estimate the global average voltage in order to regulate
bus voltages inside a dc MG. However, the one presented
here is utilized to regulate the voltage across the whole dc
MG clusters. In addition, the voltage regulator proposed here
can operate in two ways; centralized for the units inside each
MG where it is able to remove voltage deviations inside each
individual MG, and distributed over the neighbor MGs when
they are connected together to maintain MGs voltages around
the reference. This way, the average voltage of all MG buses
equals to the reference with an option to control current flow
between the connected MGs since voltage levels could be
different.
C. Power Flow Control
Expansion of a MG in terms of increase of load can be
achieved by an expansion of energy sources and storage
capacity. However, connection to the other neighbor MGs
could be a better possibility as it is not practical to add new
production or storage to existing arrangement. A MG can be
made more reliable by interconnecting to the neighbor MGs,
creating MG clusters.
Once MGs are connected to each other (or to a stiff
dc source), current/power flow between them requires to be
managed. Power flow can be controlled by changing the
level of voltage inside the MGs. To accomplish this goal,
we propose a distributed power flow control (DPFC) over
MGs so that each MG controls the tie-line with its neighbors
according to a reference. As load profile or production of
a MG might be changed, it is therefore not viable to use
a predefined reference for current flow between MGs. It is
felt by the authors that a good solution is to deploy SOC
of batteries to define the reference, as it states the cumulative
difference between production and consumption of the system.
It should be mentioned that SOC of batteries inside each MG
is equalized using the proposed adaptive droop control as
presented in Section III, hence SOC of any battery represents
SOC level of the MG. In order to apply this idea, in a cluster of
MGs where each MG consists of arbitrary number of batteries,
a MG with the highest average SOC should participate more in
the current flow, injecting the highest current to its neighbors,
while a MG with the lowest one absorbs the maximum current
from the others.
The power flow controller at Node i, receives SOC of all
its neighbors, e.g. the terms SOCj from all Nodes j, j ∈ Ni.
Then it compares its SOC, SOCi, with the neighbors SOC to
calculate the SOC mismatch, δSOCi , as follows
δSOCi =
∑
j∈Ni
bij(SOCi − SOCj) (10)
where bij is adjacency matrix, which determines the power
flow control dynamics. Needless to mention that it is also
possible to use a coupling gain between two proposed dis-
tributed controllers to be able to use the same communication
infrastructure. The SOC mismatch, δSOCi , is passed through
an standard PI controller, Fi(s), to generate the second voltage
correction term, δv2i. This PI controller helps the consensus
protocol in (10) to lower the SOC mismatch among neighbors’
MGs and, ultimately, make them all converge to the same
value. Equivalently, the SOCs converge to a global consensus,
and current/power will be regulated between the MGs accord-
ingly.
It should be noted that the voltage correction terms, δv1i
and δv2i, must be limited, as large values might affect system
stability. These correction terms can be also distributed along
the sources inside each MG, passing through a participation
factor (α). Participation factor of batteries, for instance, can
be according to their SOC and for RESs based on their power
rate (0 < α ≤ 1).
D. Dynamic Model
To study small signal stability analysis and to investigate
impact of different parameters of the system on the stability,
the developed model for dc MGs is expanded for multiple dc
MG clusters. The model has been developed for two intercon-
nected MGs including all control loops, as depicted in Fig. 16.
For simplicity, only one droop controlled unit is considered
inside each MG since it can represent a whole group of droop
regulated units as already discussed. The distributed secondary
control loops are then added to the primary loop. In the
developed model, Gi(s) and Fi(s) are typical PI controllers
used for voltage and power flow regulation. As can be seen in
Fig. 16, estimation of SOC is included in the model in order
to analyze the distributed power flow control. As the figure
shows, multiplication of inductor current with duty ratio is
required for SOC estimation, because SOC change is associ-
ated with primary side current of buck converter. However,
as power flow regulation is based on differences of SOCs in
the MGs and SOC changes is really slow, fast dynamic of
duty ratio is virtually completely absorbed by the slow SOC
integrator. Therefore, duty ratio was considered constant here
with value 0.48. Using the presented block diagram, a state
space model with 15 state variables is extracted accordingly to
evaluate impact of different parameters on the system stability.
Due to page limitation details of developed state space model
is not presented in the paper.
As already mentioned, SOC dynamic is completely decou-
pled from the slowest dynamic in the control system which is
voltage regulation loop here. This can be now confirmed with
the root locus in Fig. 17, in which the red poles are associated
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Fig. 16. Small signal model of two interconnected MGs with all control loops.
with SOCs. It can be seen that those poles are far away from
the remaining poles of the system.
When connecting MGs, stability of system might be influ-
enced by the impedance of interconnected line. To study this
effect, tie-line impedance has been also taken into account in
the model. Here, Lt and Rt are the inductance and resistance
of interconnected line between MGs, respectively. As the block
diagram shows, tie-line current is added to the input of RC
filter as a disturbance. Fig. 18 shows the behavior of system
eigenvalues when inductance of interconnected line changes
between 0.5 mH and 4 mH . It is shown that if the line
inductance becomes bigger, the system moves toward unstable
region. Similar behavior can be observed when line resistance
gets smaller. Therefore, it is obvious that stability of system is
influenced depending on the impedance of tie-lines. Using this
model, impact of other parameters of system on the stability
can be easily examined.
V. RESULTS
Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation results of three in-
terconnected dc MGs are presented here in order to show the
feasibility of the proposed hierarchical control. As shown in
Fig. 19, MGs are connected through resistive-inductive lines,
and each MG consists of four units which are supporting
some loads. PV and WT work in MPPT and two batteries
work in droop controlled mode. For the simulation setup, the
MGs nominal voltage was selected at 48 V. A communication
network, as shown in Fig. 19, facilitates cooperation of the
MGs. Each MG can only communicate with its immediate
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TABLE I
ELECTRICAL SETUP AND CONTROL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Parameter Symbol Value
Electrical parameters
dc power supply V in 100 V
Input capacitance C 2.2e-3 F
Converter inductances L 1.8e-3 H
Inductor+switch loss resistance Rs 0.2 Ω
Tie-line inductance Lt 1.8e-3 mH
Tie-line resistance Rt 0.1 Ω
Switching frequency fs 10 kHz
Primary Control
Reference voltage v∗MG 48 V
Proportional current term kpi 5
Integral current term kii 560
Proportional voltage term kp 1.2
Integral voltage term ki 97
Fixed droop coefficient Rd 0.5
Voltage and Power flow control
proportional voltage term kps 0.1
Integral voltage term kis 20
proportional power flow term kpt 0.5
Integral power flow term kit 10
neighbor, e.g. the one which is connected to it through electri-
cal lines. The links are assumed bidirectional to feature a bal-
anced Laplacian matrix. The proposed distributed hierarchical
control loops were developed in Matlab/Simulink. However,
the final code was compiled into a dSPACE ds1006 platform in
order to have HIL simulations. Associated adjacency matrices
of communication network, for voltage regulator, A, and
power flow controller, B, are
A =
 0 20 020 0 20
0 20 0
 ,B =
 0 2 02 0 2
0 2 0
 . (11)
Other electrical and control parameters are listed in Table I.
Fig. 20 shows a set of waveforms derived from implementa-
tion of proposed hierarchical scheme. In this figure, the voltage
regulator is added to the all MGs in the first 2 s, and after
connecting MGs, power flow control is activated in the second
half of operation. In the first scenario of simulation, only
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Fig. 20. Performance of the proposed voltage and power flow controllers.
primary control operates inside the system and the MGs are
disconnected having no current flow. In this period, different
voltage deviations can be observed due to mismatch between
production and consumption created by the droop control,
since MGs are supporting different amount of loads, 20−,
2−, and 4−Ω respectively; MG2 injects about 22 A current
which is approximately double of injected current by MG3,
while MG1 feeds small amount of current, (see Fig. 20(b)).
Fig. 20(c) indicates currents of MG1 sources. As can be seen,
RESs inject constant amount of current to support the local
load while the extra power is used to charge the batteries. At
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t = 2s, the voltage regulator which is centralized for MGs
individually, starts to act to remove the voltage deviations. As
can be seen, it is able to eliminate steady state errors of bus
voltages properly when MGs are not connected. Fig. 20(b)
shows that MGs currents increase slightly, depending on the
amount of deviation in each MG, in order to support the
voltage controller action.
In the second scenario, MGs are connected at t = 3s and
t = 4s, however, no current flows between them as there is no
voltage difference in the MGs. As a result, one can conclude
that connection of MGs could be quite smooth having no effect
on the system stability, if we activate the voltage controller
before connection. After activating the DPFC in the middle
of simulation, current references produced by the proposed
distributed policy in (10) are imposed by this controller to be
injected from MG1 and MG3 respectively (see Fig. 20(d)),
by producing some voltage deviation in the MGs buses. At
this moment, MGs currents change accordingly, as shown in
Figs. 20(b) and 19(c), following the DPFC action. As can
be observed, as soon as DPFC is added at t = 6s, the
voltage regulators become distributed over the MGs in order
to have current flow between the MGs. This way, the MGs
bus voltages remain within an acceptable range while DPFC
regulates the current flow according to SOC of batteries inside
the MGs.
Fig. 20(e) represents total averaged SOCs of batteries in
the MGs for different scenarios. The rate of charge/discharge
changes when DPFC starts to act, as power/current reference
is determined according to the SOCs; for instance MG1 starts
to be discharged with high rate while discharging rate of
MG2 decreases significantly. Moreover, the amount of tie-
line currents get smaller as total SOCs of MGs trend to be
equalized based on the proposed policy. It is worth mentioning
that SOC of batteries inside each MG are equalized using the
adaptive droop method as explained in Section III.
Fig. 21 indicates the performance of proposed control
strategies in rejecting load disturbances (50% changes) inside
the MGs before and after connection. MGs are connected at
t = 3s and t = 3.5s respectively, and DVSC starts acting
at t = 8s as a result of activating the DPFC. For simplicity,
only voltage waveforms are presented in Fig. 21. As can be
observed, the distributed voltage regulator is able to eliminate
the load disturbances properly.
As the proposed distributed strategies use neighboring com-
munication, delay will have a significant impact on their
performance. Efficacy of the controllers is examined here for
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Fig. 22. Impact of communication delay on the performance of proposed
controllers.
different amount of fixed communication latency, 200 ms,
400 ms and 500 ms. Fig. 22 shows the effect of mentioned
communication delays on the voltage controller response when
it tries to maintain the voltage around the reference. The
voltage regulator operates independent for each MG at the
beginning, and then becomes distributed among the MGs when
DPFC is added at t = 3s. As can be seen, the control system
response starts to have oscillations by considering bigger
communication delays and take the system toward instability
when there exists communication delay of 500 ms.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, a hierarchical control scheme is introduced
for dc MG clusters. In the primary level, a SOC based
adaptive droop function is proposed to define droop coefficient
automatically, resulting in SOC equalization. A small signal
model is developed to study impact of system parameters on
the stability. The upper level of control on each MG has two
modules; the voltage regulator and the power flow controller.
The voltage regulator is implemented in a centralized way
inside each MG to ensure smooth connection of MGs, as
it eliminates the entire deviations in the MG bus voltages.
However, power flow control is impossible to achieve due to
the fact that power flow between the MGs is obtained at the
expense of voltage deviations. To cope with this, dynamic
consensus method is utilized for the voltage regulator to
make it distributed over the MGs when power flow control
is required. The power flow controller compares local SOC
with its MG neighbors SOCs using a cooperative policy and,
accordingly, adjusts the voltage set point for droop in order to
12
carry out appropriate power flow. This way, MGs tend to have
equal SOCs despite of having different amount of loads. This
control methodology uses a sparse communication network
for data exchange. In order to analyze the system stability
and also to tune the proposed control control parameters, the
small signal model was expanded for interconnected dc MGs
including all the control loops. Simulation studies show that
the proposed control paradigm successfully carries out the
global voltage regulation and power flow control in dc MG
clusters and guarantees stable operation of these systems.
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